Compact Dome. Limitless Potential!

MOBOTIX D71 – Dome

- Finely crafted and convenient: can be manually adjusted on three axes
- Flexible thanks to a range of lenses with a viewing angle of between 15° and 95°
- Automatic day/night switching
- Robust with weather-resistant aluminum housing for indoor and outdoor use
- Audio function for direct communication
- Open to enable intelligent video analysis with camera apps
- Made in Germany for optimum cybersecurity

Learn more now
www.mobotix.com
D71 Dome – A Proven Classic with New Class

Discreet appearance and abundant in options: This is the MOBOTIX D71 Dome. The compact single-lens camera is protected by a weather and impact resistant dome. Three manually adjustable axes allow you to perfectly orient the configurable optics in a very convenient way. The D71 becomes infinitely flexible with the intelligent video analysis apps onboard the MOBOTIX 7 platform. These apps can be programmed individually. Everything is possible. Everything can be done under the D71 Dome!

Precise and Finely Crafted – Movable in Three Axes

The D71 can be precisely oriented to local conditions via three manually adjustable axes (right-left rotation, pan-tilt rotation and image rotation). While these mechanisms are used for the basic orientation of the system, you can use manual rotation to handle special requirements. This lets you manually change the image format from 16:9 widescreen to 9:16 portrait for use in a long corridor, allowing for optimal surveillance due to better coverage of the surveillance area.

Superior Image Quality, Day and Night

The compact D71 can be fitted with all optical 4K and 4MP day/night lenses with a viewing angle of 15 to 95°. The wide range of lenses, including the light-sensitive UltraLowLight sensors, ensure brilliant image quality. The integrated IR lighting can be customized to wide, standard or tele lenses to ensure optimal lighting at all times.

MOBOTIX 7 – Video analysis Has Never Been So Comprehensive!

The D71 is part of the MOBOTIX 7 platform with its intelligent video analysis apps. A large number of existing Certified Apps already cover numerous applications, such as loitering, unattended baggage or facial recognition. You can also develop and implement your own camera apps. This is how new solutions are created time and time again. We will be happy to support you with the programming. All currently available Certified Apps are pre-installed and can be tried free of charge for 30 days!

Effective and Budget-Friendly for Many Industries

- Retail: Theft protection and cash register surveillance with discrete system, connection to the cash register system possible
- Hotels and public buildings: surveillance of corridors (e.g. unattended baggage)
- Hospitals: documentation and control of access to restricted areas (e.g. medicine storage facility, operating theater)
- Protecting perimeters: targeted protection of facades